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There is an unwritten rule about sport’s nick names. You may not give them 
to yourself. Someone else has to do it. Ideally you receive that name 
because of some great feat, like the Warriors “Splash brothers” Steph and 
Clay, who earned the name through incredible three point shooting. But you 
can also earn a nickname by failing to do any incredible feat. That is how I 
got my sports nickname. Years ago I attended a Dodger’s game with my 
brother in So Cal. I am a Giant’s fan. I do not like the Dodgers. 
However I love Dodger Dogs, their famous gourmet snack bar delicacy. So 
my brother dubbed me LAHR DOG, and said the first word LAHR not only 
rhymes with my name, Larry,  but stands for L.A. Home Run Dog. I have yet 
to live this down. I can only hope that someone gives me a new nickname. I 
have not returned to Dodger Stadium since, I can’t face it. Our story today is 
about someone who finally faced his fears.
Jacob was in a similar situation; his name was one that was translated 
roughly “supplanter” or, as soon to be pastor Katheryn translated it, 
“Trickster”. He was always using trickery to get what we wanted. He never 
faced anything head on. But in today’s scripture he receives a new name, 
“Israel”, which can be translated to struggle, to contend and to overcome. 
His name was changed from “dude who dodges trouble”  to  “Man who 
faces  his fears head on and overcomes them”. 
It happened this way. Jacob was running for his life from his brother 
because of his trick or deception of stealing the inheritance from Esau who 
was about to catch up with him. The first unusual act by Jacob was sending 
his family over the ford of the Jabbok river and him staying behind. Jabbok 
means empty river and it was probably often a dry gully. Jacob, who 
probably felt as empty as the riverbed, had stayed behind to face Esau on 
his own. In that dark night of the soul something incredible happened. He 
wrestled fiercely with a mysterious man till the dry dust of the riverbank 
covered them.
To use an another sports analogy, John Madden used to say the ones who 
are going to win are the ones with dirt on the front of their jerseys, and 
Jacob is winning. Jacob does something else new. He will not give up, even 
when the mysterious stranger dislocates Jacob’s hip. Jacob would not let 
him go. The pain had to be excruciating, but he is not backing down. 



Then the big moment. The man asks, “What is your name?” In the Middle 
East if you knew someone’s name it was believed that you had power over 
that person. Jacob could have been deceptive about his name but he was 
not, he said  Jacob, “Trickster, sidestepper, guy who avoids confrontation”. 
But the heavenly being says, “No way, you have struggled with humans and 
God and you have overcome. Your name is no longer Jacob, it shall be 
“Israel”. 
Jacob then called the place Peniel which means “face”. He had faced his 
fears, he had faced himself and he had faced God and his life was saved.
Names are important. It is no accident that our Baptismal Ceremony for 
children includes “What is your child’s name?” For us baptism is a sign of 
what is to come. A person’s name should be a sign of the future for them.
In the Gospels God changed Simon’s name, which can mean “guy who 
listens”, or flat nosed dude to Peter, which means Rock. Peter became the 
leader of the early church. 
Jacob’s name became the leader of Israel, a nation and race of people that 
are now beyond counting. He  himself was freed from the trap of the past by 
facing himself and God and not giving up when it was dark and painful. 
Right now the world is dark and painful. Right now we are on the banks of a 
dry and barren landscape. People are hurting. One thing this long dark night 
of the soul has done is strip away our pretenses and inconsistencies. Like 
Jacob we can face ourselves at our deepest and free ourselves to face God. 
It has not been easy for our country to look at its past and present, it will not 
be easy for any of us. What kind of name will we have as individuals, as a 
church, as a nation, and as the human race at the end of this pandemic?  
We don’t know yet. However by God’s grace when seek his face he will 
change our name to victors in the midst of strife. Those who don’t dodge 
trouble but face it head on and overcome. 
That is my prayer for Trinity Presbyterian and for the whole human race.  
Amen 


